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ABSTRACT
This study wants to show how important the role of language in understanding culture is; but conversely, the role of culture is also very important in understanding language. It is true communication in language will achieve the target if the communication participant places the language in its cultural context. The theoretical umbrella in this study is anthropolinguistics which is the place of language in the social and cultural context of its society; especially in the task of analyzing the naming process for the Toba Batak community. In general, the Toba Batak people have a unique procedure for naming a child. William Shakespeare once stated "What's in a name" that which we call a rose by any other name would smell as sweet. If you gave another name to the rose, it would still smell good.) On the other hand, for most cultures in Indonesia, especially the Batak Toba culture, a name is supposed to be a prayer, hope or desire of the person who gave the name. A name is given to someone to distinguish someone from others; to make it easier for family/community members to call him, order him if necessary. Names are created and used, to be called, for the sake of practicality in everyday life. In fact, the naming process and the meaning of people's names in the Toba Batak community cannot be separated from the cultural values adopted by the community. It is known that every naming process is always accompanied by the use of certain traditional rituals. In the Toba Batak community, there are three names (goar) based on the meaning of naming the child, namely goar tulut, goar abalan and mampe goar. However, this study wants to examine one of the three goars, namely the abalan goar given to their children. By using a qualitative descriptive method and an ethnographic approach, it will be studied and traced the existence of a connection between the meanings and cultural values of the abalan goar of the Toba Batak community.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Language is a media used to express human thoughts and feelings. Language can not be separated from humans because language always follows every activity. Language is not only a thought but also a cultural development, language must be understood as part of culture. Like language, culture is learned, transmitted, and passed down from generation to generation through action and communication. The relationship between language and culture is very close. They complement and influence each other. Language comes from the mindset of humans who were born because of a set of human knowledge / understanding of their environment.(see Salzmann, Z. 2007; Markhamah. 2000; Rummens, 1993)

The relationship between language and culture is indeed complementary and influential. Language comes from the mindset of humans who were born because of a set of human knowledge / understanding of their environment. The abstract language system has a very varied form, both variations in the form of any nuance of meaning in the context of speech.

One of the famous proverbs related to language is "language shows the nation" or "from the language of the nation's known" (Chaniago and Pratama, 2004 : 81). This proverb can imply various things: from language can be known from which circle or social class that person comes from, it may also be known what region or ethnicity that person is from. Such is the close relationship between language and culture of the community that the name given by parents to their children in certain ethnic groups can also describe the 'cultural meanings and values' of that ethnic group.

The concept of naming is a sociocultural paradigm that exists in a society. As a form of realization of the concept of a sign system in language, its presence cannot be separated from the socio-cultural aspects that underlie it. Piliang (2012:348) states that in the context of cultural studies, the existence of signs and texts cannot be separated from the social context in which the signs
and texts are located. Signs and texts can only function when they are used by the community or society. The use of this sign system is a form of convention that produces certain meanings and social values in society.

The description above indicates that the concept of naming a place is a form of linkage between language, culture, and thought. The relationship between these three things is a fundamental concept of the theory of linguistic relativity whose formulation is based on the Sapir-Wof hypothesis. The Sapir-Wof hypothesis (in Kramsch, 2001:11) states that the use of language affects the way a person thinks and behaves. Thus the naming process is the influence of the language, culture, and thoughts of the people concerned.

One of the proverbs related to the famous language is "Language shows the nation" or "From the language known to the nation" (Chaniago and Pratama, 2004: 81). This proverb can imply various things: from language it can be known from which social group or class the person comes from, it may also be known from which region or region or what ethnicity the person comes from. So closely related is the language and culture of the community so that the names given by parents to their children in certain ethnicities can also describe the 'cultural meanings and values' of that ethnicity.

Giving a name is essentially part of language activity. From the procedure for this naming, it is reflected how these ethnic attitudes and culture towards naming their children. Because language is the most important element of a culture (Koentjaraningrat, 1981 : 57), then the use of language for the sake of naming also reflects the attitude and cultural views of its users towards the language concerned.

On the other hand, for most cultures in Indonesia, including the culture of the Toba Batak people, a name is a prayer, hope or desire of the person who gave the name. A name is given to someone to distinguish them from others; to make it easier for family/community members to call him, order him if necessary. Names are created and used, to be called, for the sake of practicality in everyday life. In fact, the naming and meaning of people's names in the Toba Batak community cannot be separated from the cultural values adopted by the community. Because the naming process is always accompanied by the use of certain traditional rituals. In the Toba Batak community, there are three names (goar) based on the meaning of naming the child, namely goar tulut, goar abalan and mampe goar. This study wants to examine one of the three goars, namely the abalan goar given to their children. By using a qualitative descriptive method with an anthropolinguistic approach, it will be studied and explored how the cultural meanings and values of the Toba Batak people's goar are

2. RESEARCH METHODS

The population of this research is the Batak Toba community members who live in the research location, city of Tarutung, aged <10 years to 60 years. The main research data were obtained from respondents' answers obtained through survey questionnaires, in addition to data from ethnographic methods with involved observation and interview techniques. Data collection is done by observation, questionnaires, and interviews. (see approach (Spradley, 1997; Sugiyono, 2017; Idrus, 2007; Moleong, 2007) Data in the form of 30 ethnic Batak Batak Toba names are assumed to have a certain meaning. Purposely collected by observing a number of lists. Names that describe cultural values are also analyzed. Because it is qualitative, data collection in the form of names of the community is not limited based on the number (population or sample), rather it is collected based on the needs of achieving the research objectives themselves (purposive sampling). Data which is considered valid in achieving research objectives, is described before being analyzed qualitatively, namely by understanding in depth the results of the questionnaire and the overall interview as well as reviewing it based on the concepts that have been chosen as the basis of research. The results of the analysis are presented informally, namely in the form of a description in the form of words and obtained is the result of an agreement between the researcher and the informants. Based on the results of the analysis drawn an inductive conclusion in the form of the meaning of the ethnic names.

3. DISCUSSIONS

In giving the name of the child, each parent has their own goals and expectations as the implementation of his mind. A child's name as well as language can provide a description of the way of thinking of his parents. Some parents choose extraordinary names for their children. While for certain circles there is a belief that if a child "objected to the name" can later be sick. There are some parents who consider the name as something ordinary, just an identity that distinguishes one person from another. There are others who choose names for their children based on a sense of appreciation for someone who is deemed meritorious or admired.

3.1 The Meaning of The Name of The Toba Batak People

Panggoaran name is the name given by parents since the child/baby they are born is still small. Usually the naming is accompanied by hopes and prayers of kindness carried out through the manggoar dakdanak tubu traditional ceremony (the custom of naming a newborn child). From observations in the field, based on its meaning, the name of the Toba Batak people can be grouped into several meanings which will be described in the section below

3.1.1 Goar Abalan

In the Toba Batak community, the meaning of abalan is an empty space that can be developed in various
interests. Found the word abalan ni huta, or abalan ni uma, is means an empty space around the gate entrance (harbangan) of the hillage. It is used as convention (partungkoan) or a temporary resting place for guests who will carry out customs to the residents of the village.

Goar abalan is given with the hope that the child whose name is given will get luck in accordance with the name. In social life, especially in the Toba Batak tribe, the meaning of the name abalan is often found. If the goar abalan cannot be carried, usually the name is replaced with another name by the manggoar-goar process. With a special traditional process by preparing itak gurgur 'Batak cake consisting of rice flour whose size is shaped/printed with the maker's fist'.

At the event, parents and children will go around the village to meet all the residents / clans, tell them the new name and they are given the itak gurgur cake. Itak gurgur is a kind of cake made from rice flour mixed with brown sugar, a little black pepper and salt and grated young coconut. These ingredients are mixed with a little water and shaped / molded with adult dough and served without cooking first. It feels very distinctive because this autumn itak only exists at special traditional parties for naming events and at certain traditional events such as the traditional event of entering the new house of the Toba Batak people.

3.1.2 Tulut Goar.

In the Toba Batak community, names are also found which are a reminder of the life experiences of those closest to them, such as memories of parents and children's closest relatives. Goar tulut is intended because there are memories of those who have names, memorable in their lives (for example, there are memories of helping her delivery process). For example, the name Paet'si bitter' becomes the name tulut (tulutan) because so far the parents of children have been living hard and always in suffering.

Mampe Goar

In this society, giving ancestral names can be given to children who are born. This is done if the name of the leleuhur becomes a great name and is positively famous during his lifetime in the wider community. Because the ancestral name cannot be arbitrarily carried by his descendants, all clans descended from that ancestor must be invited to menbalkan the name of the mampe goar. The purpose of giving mampe goar is to honor the ancestor name as reminder of life time in the past to be known at present or even in the future.

The name given by parents to their children is an expression of the values of their ethnic culture. Usually the naming is accompanied by hopes and prayers of kindness those are carried out through the ceremonies called manggoar dakda nak tubu (customary naming of newborn children).

The table below contains 30 names of Batak Toba ethnic children, tabulated entirely based on three meanings, namely the meaning of hope / futurative, situational meaning and the meaning of memories. Goar Abalan contains the meaning of hope. Goar Tulut is a meaning that states the existence of certain events or memories when the child is born. There are two meanings found in tulut goars, namely situational meaning and memorable meaning. How about mampe goar? It is called mampe goar if the name given to the child is the name of an ancestor who is considered sacred or considered famous during his lifetime. At this time mampe goar is rarely found, especially in the Toba Batak community in the city. Even if it's still found, it's a long way to find the mampe goar.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Meaning of Name</th>
<th>Futurative Meaning</th>
<th>Situational Meaning</th>
<th>Meaning of Memories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bungaran</td>
<td>blooming</td>
<td>V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Bonar</td>
<td>truly</td>
<td>V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Haposan</td>
<td>Sure, believe</td>
<td>V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Panangian</td>
<td>Hearing, obeying</td>
<td>V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Monang</td>
<td>Win</td>
<td>V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Binsar</td>
<td>Clever boy, rise</td>
<td>V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Anju</td>
<td>patient</td>
<td>V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Gabe</td>
<td>Good and succeed</td>
<td>V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Domu</td>
<td>friendly</td>
<td>V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dame</td>
<td>peace</td>
<td>V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From the table above we can find thirty names of Batak Toba people. A close relationship was found between the child's name and his parents' expectations as part of the Batak Toba ethnic. Generally, each name shows the meaning of the name that glorifies, goodness, bravery, tenderness, charm, obedience and others that can be grouped into 3 groups of meanings. The first group futurative meaning/meaning of hope, the second group situational meaning, and the third group meaning of memories. From the observations seen parents try to give the names of their children with the best names according to them. Names of children can be grouped into several meanings which will be described in the section below.

This futurative meaning is the meaning of the name that contains hope so the life will be like the meaning of its name. In social life, especially in the Batak Batak Toba ethnicity, the name with futurative meaning is often found. In general, a name implies hope which concerns the future of their child (the owner of the name). Everyone's expectations will always be good, even though they may not always be fulfilled according to the meanings contained in these names. At the very least, it is hoped that the children bearing the name will be reminded that they have names that carry good meanings. So, if they will do bad things, they will think and shame to do those things. So in general the name given is the hope of his parents towards their children. In other words, almost all parents have good hopes for their children and these expectations are displayed through their names

Goar tulut contains a situational meaning that contains meaning of certain situations or circumstances that occur when a child is born. It means that the situational name is given according to the situation and condition at the time the child is born. Their name is given in accordance with the memories experienced by parents when the child is born. The name for situational meaning is always also intended to remember the events referred to when the child was born. It means that every name that contains situational meaning must also contain meaning of memories; likewise the name of memories also refers to the situation when the child was born. Giving names with the intention of situational meaning / memories is not so much found. There are 2 data names found from
the table above which contain situational meanings and memories, namely; Kombang ‘flourished’ and Lokot ‘sticky’.

Two names that contain situational meaning and at the same time contain meaning of memories are 1) Sangkot means stuck or stopped is the situation of the child when born. From observations in the field it is known that babies are very difficult when born, even as if it was stuck or stopped by their own umbilical cord wrapping in the mother's womb. This situation causes children born directly given the name Sangkot. As well (2) name of Lokot given based on the situation at birth. besides referring to the situational meaning as well as being given to the meaning of memories. Parents want to commemorate the situation of the child's birth by giving meaning to the situation of the child with the name of Sangkot and Lokot. So the words Sangkot and Lokot contain situational meaning and the meaning of memories. If the names of Sangkot and Lokot only contain situational meaning / memories, help'. Tumpak 'assistance in the form of money' and Hokkop 'embrace' which are widely used are reflections of the culture of gotong royong. Because the meaning of these names is a form of solidarity and assistance to others.

From the explanation above, it can be stated that there is a connection between the vocabulary of the Batak people's names and cultural values that are multidirectional. Giving a child's name, of course, is not just given carelessly, because parents have a desire or reason for choosing the child's name. Through the name, parents hope that the child will become the person they want to be. Parents have a reference behind the choice of a child's name. References for naming are often associated with referents. The name of the Batak people is a product of their society which is able to explain the state of various things about their society. So that through the names given, they can actually display the 'habits' which are the culture of the Toba Batak people.

4. CONCLUSIONS

1. Goar abalan are names that have the meaning of hope The meaning of this futurative name is the meaning of the name which contains the hope and the life of the owner of the name will be like. In the Batak Batak Toba community, names that contain futurative meanings are found. The hope is that their children will become good people, even though they may not always be fulfilled according to the meaning contained in the name given. At least it is expected that children bearing the name will be reminded that they have names that carry good meanings. So, if they will do bad things, they will think and shame to do it.

2. Goar tulut are names whose meanings contain hope. The situational meaning found in a child's name almost always contains the meaning of memories as well. This means in every situational meaning always brings memories to the process of naming the child. So the situational meaning is very close to the meaning of memories. The name given often displays the cultural values of the Batak Toba people. It means that there is a close relationship between the name as a language container and the cultural values of the Batak Toba community. For example, the name Muhammad Riczi actually can describe the religious values adopted by the community.
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